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1
liTTRODUCTIOH.

V/iiile this worl: deals xilth a subject tliat, ac
cording to definitions in V/ebster's dictionary, is
teclinical and comes v;itiiln tlie meanin^i of a "trade" ,
it is designed for the layman and is based upon the
difference in coir-ion interpretation betv;een printing
and typography.
•
She definitions are:
Typography: The art of printing ^fjith type;
use of type to produce impressions on paper,
velluii, etc. (Webster). The general term for
the art of printing fron movable (cast metal)
types on paper, vellum, etc. (Encyclopedia
Brittanica).
Printing: The act, art or practice of im
pressing letters, characters, or figures on
paper, cloth or other material; the business of
"a printer, including typesetting and pressv;or3c,
.with their adjuncts; typograi^hy. (Webster).
It may be seen that typography and printing are
defined as synonymous. In actual practice such is
not true. But, if the definition of topography is to
be accepted as it standa, one must add one phrase;
"*
*
* in such a manner as to produce
a pleasing appearance, and so that the type
faces used may be allov/ed to eiipress their in
dividual characters to the greatest advantage."
V/itliout the above phrase, the definition of
typography is merely one of the process of printing,
caring nothing for good or bad typograpiiy, in its
fullest moaning.
The trend of modern typography talces, to a large
extent, the laying out and planning of printed mat
ter from t-C hunds of the printer and puts such
duties in the hands of one v/ho decides beforehand
v/lmt is to be done. There is an effort to elir.iinate

a
the fiiiessv/orl: that coLies i"rom printers' efforts \7ith
liaphazard cLesi^iiin^ and layouts. Hence, there is
^
opened a fielG. in vliich one needs Icnov/ the charac- /•
teristics of type faces, thoir cla3sific-.tions, theirreactions to types of paper and of inlc. Such a per
son need not be a printer, •;:ut he must loiov; typog
raphy,
Compared T,7ith 3aao\vn hunan history, the history
of t^rpo-sraphy is but a short chapter. It is not, in
its plainest meaning, five centxiries old from the
tine of the liuropean discovery of printing. Expres
sion through the use of manifold impressions by
means of more crud^ methods—xylography, or bloclc
printing—was laiorai only a short time before; Still,
the rapid development of printing indicates that the
art filled a long-felt want in human expression.
She mechanics of typography have been developed
to a point v/here production is at an astounding rate
of speed, due to the many intricate inventions that ^
have been contributed by ingenious v/orlcers with
type. This applies not only to the production of
printed matter, but to the production of type faces
themselves.
naturally, typography has passed througli some
difficult periods and each of these periods has
left its impression upon the ideals of typography.
Changes in the form of good printing have been seen.
Curiously, though, the development of typography
has follovyoi the development of business methods
rather than the development of news expression. In
some instances,.news developments and the progress
of typography have gone hand in hand, but such in
stances are rare and they are recent.
In the United States is to be found the great
est advai'ice in practical typography, undoubtedly.
ij?-.is probably is true because traditions were less
secure in their binding of topographers to ideals
of the production of boohs and news-letters in

s
times "beioi-e tlie invention ox' printing. On tlie
other hand, all oj." '^he earlier inventio.-S in print
ing; have come .from i^urope, with the people of the
'united otates aiirpassini; the inventor in the use
of the inventions.

•0
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I.

History and Development of
^'ypo-o3^aphy.
Altiiousli the history and developnent of typog
raphy has little "bearins on tiiis v;ori:, it is v/ell to
devote soue attention to it in order to form a baclcgrovmd that one better may understand the follovdng
chapters. lUi essentially correct history of the
development of typography, in its most barren sense,
is to be found in the Encyclopedia Britaimica al
though in instances the information to be obtained
from that source is faulty and in other instances
old, obsolete practices are presented as though they
still are in f^l effect.
The art of block printing, or xylography, was
iQiown to the Orientals long before it was invented
in ihirope,^ although the development of printing in
the Occident lias no connection v/hatever with that
of the Far iilast. 'Jhe discoveries of Oriental typog
raphy have been relatively recent, after Occidental
printing had traveled a long distance on the road
that has brought it to its present state. The lad:
of influence is evident vjhen one stops to remember
the limited laaov/ledge of other contixents and of
the lacli of communication betv;een the Far East and
Shir ope at that time.
iTeither, it is evident, has the development of
the "boolc trade" in the lo\v Gountires of Europe had
any bearing upon the invention of typography. The
"boolc traue" v/as carried on through hand-lettering
tiirough v;hich has coue the development of the orig
inal Gothic type, a type in no manner related to
the present-day Gothic.2

1
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The direct step in the production of boolcs
tlirou^h printing practices canie throu£h i-qrlo^-raphy,
or Dlock pi>intins» iii ^vhich the monastaries appar
ently had tho greatest interest. The invention of
printing from movable t;pes evidently came as a
result of an accident.
Guten'oeriS popularly is credited v.lth the inven
tion of printing, hut research as revealed by the
Encyclopedia Britaimica and legends carried down
tlirough the medium of Joseph Iloscon's Ilecloanicic
Szercises iJOint to a xylographer in Holland named
Lour ex Janzon Gostner in 1423, SI years "before the
accepted date of the invention of printing.^ The
legend says that Gostner, while \7allcing in a grove
Y/ith his son one Sunday afternoon picl;ed up a
small piece of heechen wood and carved a capital
"A" upon the small oloclc, this action bringing the
idea of printing from movable types.^ lioxon credits
tj-utenberg v/ith stealing Gostner's tools and inven
tion while he was the inventor's apprentice and
fleeing to Germany with them. The first printed
publications laio\Tn to have been produced from
movable types are of the date, about 1454.®
From this invention it has been a long stride
to modern printing practices. The art has passed
tiirough the periods of hand casting of types down
to the modern foundry methods. Composition, or
typesetting, has traveled from hand woi'lc through
the development of composing machines that used
foundry types dov;n to the. line-casting machines and
the llonotype. Presses have been advanced from the
old hand-manipulated machine down to the intricate
contrivances that produce printed works at astound
ing rates of speed and which reQ.uire expert Icnowledge even to manipulate them.
, :

4
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The production of liigh-speed printed matter—
that is the highest speed developments—hinged upon
the invention of a device that v;as unlaiown to early
printers and v/hich, in a neasurb, reverts to x^'logi-aphy. That is stereotyping of carvcd plates. This
v;as made possible hy the invention of the papiermache matrix in vihich the Hoe Printing Press company
pioneered in 1868.^ The development of the modern,
high speed rotary press, however, was i.ot an outstand
ing success until a decade later.
The invention of the linecasting machine, com
monly refex-red to as the linotype, was the .product
of Ottmar Herganthaler in the late BO s or the early
'90 s. This composing machine revolutionized the
composition of printed material, adding greatly to
the speed of production. It utilized tv;o previous
inventions—the solid iDar of type by T. W. Smith of
the Gaslon foundry and the wedge-shaped spaceband by
Jacob V/, Schuckers of Washington, D. C." The develop
ment of the Ilonotype made use of the perforated roll
of paper, first used by Alexander llacliie in 1871,^*'
Both of these machines v/ork with molten type metal
and one casts a solid line of type v.'hile the latter
easts individual types similar,to those produced by
type foundries.
The real development of the mechanics of print
ing began with the invention of the ilmerican "penny
press", the opening of a new era in the newspaper
/
business. The first "perniy" nev/spaper was the Hew ^
Yorlc Sun (founded 183Sl, but the advent of the Hew
Yorlc Herald in 1835, founded by Janes Gordon Bennett,
saw the beginning of a more or less frenzied period
of competition. The Bennett p-ablication made the
first outstanding appeal to the generiil reader class,
where the former nev/spapers were designed only for

Sncy. Britu
PP 356, Yol.22
T~^oy . Sritt., pt T. 5^6 "ToTTST
va Ibid.
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the educated classes, i'he "penny press" had to have
public support and shii'ted from the dry political
reviev/s to the printing of news of interest to the
greater portion of the public. The demand for such
newspapers grev; and coiisequently compelled puulishers
to loolc for other means to supply their equipment
wants, '^he story of the development of the "penny
press" is one of the romances of American history but
aside from consideration of the effect on topography
the development will not be considered here.
In considering type faces and their development,
it is necessary to reviev/ a few technical terns and
explain their meanings. Of the various parts of a
piece of type, there are only four that need v;orry
the typographer: The stem and serifs, namely and
respectively, the vertical and horizontal lines that
form the outline of the letter and the horizontal
lines that complete the outline; the counter, that
portion of the type body which determines whether the
letters.will fall close together or far apart, and
the extension and relation of the so-called short
letters (a, c, e, s), the ascending (f, h, t, b, d)
and descending (g, p, j, q.) letters. Of these four
points, the stem and serifs are most important, in
asmuch as they determine the character of the type
face itself.
If one is to be a printer, he needs must laiow
the technicalities and usage of type from the stand
point of assembling the letters in fact, not nec
essarily in assembling the faces with respect to
their Q.ualities and their values for various sorts
of printing. One should, however, Imov/ the various
type sizes in order to \inderstand faces. So far as
I have been able to find, there is no commentator,
aside from the few trade magazii.es and type-face
catalogs, v;ho lias familiarized himself with modern
terminology.
It is true that until the present century type
sizes universally were designated by name. Such a

8
pi-actice Ixas been clrop^'ei, bein{; cari'ied on only by
a small pi-oportion oi' individ\ials v/lio belong to the
old school oi' iJi'inters. Soda;- t^.'pe sizes are stan
dardized and desisriated by points, a point being
•01£8K7 of an inch, i'he standard of cieastJ^cenent,
however, renains the pica—but the pica now has a
definite neanin^, IE standard points, v-ith six picas
(generally termed an inch} e::actly .996 of an inch.
The old-school printer had to laiov/ type names, be. cause althou£;h points Y;ere laiovai even from lloxon's
day (he mentions then freQ.uentlyi they were based
upon r.o standard of measurement and even in the
latter part of the last century type faces of Ii3c6
size but produced by rival I'omidries varied in size
one to tvvo standard points in actual measurement. In
order to reconcile the former terminology v<'ith
modern specifications of type, the following table
is given:
.

Former Hame;
Size in points
Pearl
5 points.
^ate
5|- points.
Nonpareil
6 points.
Kinion
7 points.
Brevier
8 points.
BoTirgeois
..... 9 points.
long Primer
10 points.
Small Pica
11 points.
Pica
..12 points.
Snglish
14 points.
Great Primer
.18 points.
i'wo-line Pica
24 points.
2%70-line Unglish (obsolete)
EB points.
(Measurement of type faces is from
the top of the ascending letter to
the bottom of the descendir^ letter).
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II.

Developnent and Classification
of Type Faces.
V/hen the process of manufacture of and printing
from movable types vjas discovered, all '00015: natter
was the product of hand-lettering or hand-carvea on
wood "bloclcs and printed crudely, There were several
tioolc-hands or G-othics developed hy that tine and
all of the early printed articles shot; an imitation
of these hand-lettered faces, 'fhe faces tiiat are
referred to as Gothics liave no relationship to the
present-day G-othic, or serif-less, letter. The
faces of that day, v/here they have been carried down
to modern typography, are referred to generally as th«
"Old English" variety.
The so-called Roman type face is the one gener
ally in use today. There is a clash of authority
over the date v/hen "Roman" type faces first were pro
duced, and in tliat clash one probably will find the
reason for the terminology "Roman" that is universally
used to designate the mass of serifed types in their
light faces.
•
The Encyclopedia Brittanica fixed the date of
the "Roman" type sometime during the first g,uarter
of the -i^ighteenth century.^ That so-called Roman had
no other name. It was a nondescript face designed to
fill the needs of the newspaper, where type received
rough usage and became v/orn out more rapidly than
the types used in a cpmmerical printing plant. The
type remained in general use through the Eighteenth
century and well into the present century. Histori
cally its only u.sefulness was that it brought about

8
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a name for the class of type faces it represeiitoa—
certainly it v/as characterless and v/as not le^i'Dle
v/ith its ^-enerally pudgy and crude shape and hair
lines.
I'he research worlcers of the llerganthaler lino
type coiiipap^/ and the Intertype corporation have
asrcGd upon the Cuto of the first "Roman" face and
tiiey are undoubtedly right since several of the lestiaiov/n "lioLian" faces xievo cast long "before the date
fi::ed hy the xlncyclopedia Britannica. _2he first
•"Roman" font of type cast was tiiat of -i-'icolas Jenson
in 1470. He cast a letter tliat since has been revived
in one of the most popular of present-day type face
designs, the Cloister.
j?olloi7irxg Jenson, the outstanding type caster
and designer is Joseph llosron who, "by his publication
in 16S8, gave the v;orld the first type that has
embodied the present old-style Hdman priiiciples.
Throughout his description of type design, Hoxon
has paid particular attention to the legibility of
type faces. He created a type face that is believed
to have inspired k/illiam Caslon (169E-1766) of iingland
to produce the Gaslon face that still holds first
place in printers* hearts.
This consideration of roman and old-style roman
types leads naturally to the grouping of the various
sorts of type faces into classes. Here again com
mentators xmtil recently have been decidedly unsuc
cessful. The classification contained in the
^Encyclopedia Britannica is typical of the classifi
cation that actually existed at the time the type it
classes as "Roman" was cut and v;hich persisted mitil
a decade ago \7hen the old traditional limitations of
the uses of type faces v;ere cast off. The classifi
cation follov/s:9
9
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(a)
(b)

Book types.
Job types.
1. Antiques (those faces v/ith vir
tually uniforra strolces both in
stem and serif.)
E. San-serifs or grotesques.
2. Blades (those face^ are along
the lines of v/hat coEiraonly is
iknovm as the Old English class
of type faces, but which un
doubtedly have their origin in
the hand-lettering preceding the
invention of printing).

It v/ill be noted that there is no mention of, a
type designed for nev/spaper use, either advertising
display or for news production. A type T/as designed
which answered the old printer's scruples against us
ing such a delicate face as Caslon for printing of a'
nev/spaper, reserving such faces for the production of
boolvs. At the tine the above classification was in
general favor, so-called job ^'orlc, or commercial
printing, was in the midst of an era of highly decor
ative printing ideals. Type faces v/ere cut with
many decorative hairlines and curlicues that would
have been destroyed in short order by the flatbed
presses of that time, v/ith their lumbering, crashing
cylinders and heavj' impressions. I'his classification,
however, is valuable because it calls to attention
the Antique or Clarendon type-face, a face that is a
compromise between the present san-serif group and
the Roman. A survey shows that this compromise is
not a result of G-othic or can-serif type, but a step
tOY/ard it when the earliest needs of blacl<:er display
type were, heeded. This face, (its date has not been
determined) has the roman characteristics of form but
its stems are of eq.ual thicloiesswhile the serifs areblocliy and of thiclaiess eoual to the stems.
A classification tliat has become apparent and
v;hich has been introduced by the Intertype corpora
tion gathers the tipe faces in a classification that

IE
meets present needs.
1.

2.
2.

It is:

Roman.
,
(a) Old-style (^aslon, a good example).
(b) llodern (Bodoni, Oentury, good eijiauples).
(c) Classic (G-aranond, Cloister, good
escaniple s),
Decorative (Uonastery, Old £irx£;lish, good
exaiiiples).
Block letters or san-serifs (Gothic of all
sorts, such as ordinary Gothic and
Broadv/ay).

•There are three groups of Roman type given, with
Caslon classed as 01d-3tyie Roman. That means that in
Caslon are embodied certain cliaracteristics not comiuon
v;ith the two other classes of Roman tyiDe, which in.
turn are different from each other. There is no
manner of•classification that can draw out the pecul
iarities of the various sorts of type faces that
e::ist but they must be grouped, in order to be T;orl:able, generally into these three classes.
The characteristics of the old-style variety are
that there is but little difference between the fat
and lean strokes of the stems of the letters, there
is more of a tendency toward romidness of letters,
and in seme instances a smaller body compared with
the strokes of the ascending and descending letters.
This group will cover all types that embody these
characteristics, v/hether the letter is delicate,
li>e Caslon, or whether it is more substantial, like
Cheltenham old-style or Ionic, one of the newest
types desitTned. The Xlodern class embodies those
types which are ccnvontional in design, following the
jer.eral trend laid down by Caslon and i"^02:0n, but in
VvUiich there is a sharper difference betv;een the fat
and lean strokes, a more sharp denarkation in the
letter and more severity of appeari..nce. Tv;o of the
best e2:auples of these types are Century, a relatively
new type, and Bodoni, one of the earliest of types.
The Classic faces are those which in a measure throv/
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ox'f tlie ini'liiences of the other tv;o ilonaii groiips and
deviate from conventional forms of letters, thereby
i^-ainiii^' a softness of face and appearance not- alcin to
cither of the other classes. 2he other tv/o major
classifications are self-explanatorj''.
It is interesting- to note that this classification
is not "built upon periocLs, "but upon types. The foun
dation types for each of these classes are araoni:; the
earliest of Icnown iioman types, Caslon is the first
generally laiovm of the old-style s^^oup, having heen
cut relatively early in the i^ighteenth centurj-, al
though his inspiration undoubtedly came from Iloron's
productions, which no longer are knovm generally.
About the same time the type that until recently was
recogiiized as the first of the classic croup v;as cut
by Jean SasZ-:erville in France in 1756.^^ Soon after
ward Garanond, also a Trench production, made its
appearance and is placed in the classic group. How
ever, research has developed that the first type
ever cast \-vith a Roman face comes in the classic
grou.|)—the production i^icolas Jensen in 1470. It
is ^lecessary to go to still another country for the
beginnings of the modern grou.p—Italy^ It v/as there
that Giambattisti Bodoni Xl740-1813)^*^ cut the face
that is named after him and which is a alendid ex
ample of the modern group.
Three different sections of Surope, then pro
duced the types that have resulted in thi-ee different
trends of tjnje usage in the United States and have
placed at the hands of typographers a range of type
faces that is almost bewildering and, at times, ex
asperating if those available are not related in
characteristics so that they may be used together.

10
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III.

Heliance Upon Type.
She advances in tlie reliance upon type in the
United States must "be considered under two headings,
IIev;s I'ypography and Advertising -fypography. She
ini'luences v;hich have arfected these tv;o branches
of i'ypography are v;holly different. 2he develop
ment of nev;s Typography is mildly alcin to the devel
opment of newspapers from the standpoint of news
content, however.
There have been tv;o great historical events
within the period of the united States' history that
have had direct effect upon the typography of nev;spapers, the Spanish-American war and the world war.
naturally these effects go hand in hand with the
effects of the nev/s developed by these events which
in themselves were not responsible but provided
vehicles for nev/s and typographical expression for
w--ich the groundv/ork had been laid as an aftermath
of the Civil war. The unusual attention that is
being given to newspaper "dress", however, is brought
about as a result of the advances in advertising
typograpl-15%
The first iimericaii newspapers brought to this
continent the typographical ideals of :Jngland and
planted them in •'American minds so firmly that it
recuired virtually two centuries for their uprooting.
The American printer in the Colonial period was worl:ing under an additional ha.ndicap, tliat of distres
singly inadequate equipment. I'early all of the
-uuerican printers' equipment was second-hand, even
the type, and in most instances virtually worn out.
riiis period liardly can be compared fairly with a
period a little later, after the foundation of the
^»merican republic, when there was generally better
equipment available because of the relatively greater

15
independence of the printers from goverment opoi-esoion and r.ial;in:j the newspaper industry a more staole
undertalcins, even tliou^ii hardly more lucrative. .
i^he development of newspaper typography and its
reliance upon type centers principally ai)out the use
of headlines. I'his development of headlines "bears
a direct relationship to the pressing need of nev;spaper sales and the increasingly interesting quality
of news handled, i'he original style of newspaper
nalceup was to start at the first column of the first
page and continue an un"brolcen string of reading
material throughout to the succeeding columns, making,
of course, provision for what advertising ©"btained
at that time. Occasionally a coliimn would "be "broken
"by la"bels set in the same type as the "body of the
pu"blication to break the mojiotony of the page. Once
in a great while a printer would make so "bold as to
print, the la"bel in a type face a little bolder than
the "body (the first evidences of .bold-face type).
Since these publications were designed only for those
who were willing to struggle through the laborious
task of reading these early publications, the typog
raphy VI3.3 sufficient for the period v/hen one con
siders the material v;ith which the printer was forced
to work,
She first step that laid the groundwork for a
period that sav/ grotesque front pages came with the
cliange in the purpose of the newspaper, vrith the
advent of the Hev/Tork Sun in 1833.^^ Shis was the
first of the Per^ny newspapers. So James G-ordon Bennett,
however, goes the honor of providing the impetus in
newspaper development that resulted in the develop
ment of imerican newspapers to their ijresent gtandard.
Bennett founded the Hew York Herald in 1 8 3 5 . S h e
Peni^ newspapers changed the purpose of nev;s publica-
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tioxis entirely. Instead of ap.:jealin{; only to a small
•group tiiat cared to read politiCv.l reviews and foreieii
^ev;3 digests, the new _^uolicatioiis apjealed directly
to the interestG ol' the masses» The news turned from
the sole enlighterjiient of the learned to chronicling
of events of interest to the common peojle. These
changes did not result in a change in typography, how
ever, i'he first signs of breal^ing av/ay from the old
tradition came during the time of the Civil war,
v^hen nev/s gathering had reached the stage where com
petition between newspapers was remarkably Iceen and
when the initiative of publishers was ta::ed to the
utmost to cope with inadeq^uate communication methods'.
During this period the pony es^ress had itssv/ay. In
this period one finds that the labels of stories
were blaclcer and deeper, resembling the modern head
lines, but still only a label in content of informa
tion. The unbroiken symmetry of malceup had not been
disttirbed.
Such a condition, however, v/as not to persist
for much longer, however, for t¥;o nota,ble journalists
came upon the stage. In 1883 Joseph Pulitzer^^ intro
duced the first sensational newspaper to the public,
and thirteeri years later he prodxiced the "Yellow
ICid," vdiich has led to the expression "yellow jour
nalism". His ideals v;ere taken up by William
Randolph Hearst, v;ho carried them still further. With
this smashing tjpe of news-handling, the question of
impressing the reading public with the iiaportaiice of
nev/s stories was a source of concern. The competi
tion of newspapers had reached, by this time, a high
level—not meaning that the methods of competition
was on a high plane, however. Thus the stage was
all set for the Spanish-iiinerican war.
Sarly during the Spanish-iUnerican v/ar Hearst
invented, and forced others to follow him in a meas-
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ui'o, the blacl: heaaiinc of larger type and epitomiziiij tjio contents of tlie story, and tiie "banner lieaii^j_^e^l5 Proba'Dly he would have done so had the v.ar
iiot come when it did, "but the war undoubtedly huzrled
the development. Symmetry in newsi^aper raalceup dis
appeared in nearly all publications. FollowinG the
war Hearst maintained his sensational malreup, but
uost of the newspapers were not ready to follow him
with his brol:en columns and speciaed pages and there
follov/cd a^'ain a period of general symmetry in make
up. u?here was one lasting result, however. The
headini;s v/ere here to stay, L'o longer was .the .label •
sufficient. She headings told the reader at a glance
what was the news. Ihii'ing the period bet\7een the
^jpanish-iuaerican war and the World war the principal
typographical advances centered aro\ind advertising
typography where type was just getting its firm hold.
Then came the Y/orld war and the symmetrical
ideas were sent helter-skelter because of the big
news. The newspapers staffs had learned the value
of headlines and most of them went the limit. The
banner line became comtion throughout the entire na
tion and except with extremely conservative newsxmpers it, too, is here to stay now.
The developments since the Y/orld v/ar period are
centered principally upon the problems of legibility.
There is a restoration of symmetrical makeup with
out reversion to the unbroken columns, and the reten
tion of the advertising value of headlines, v/ith
the development of the modern newspaper page and the
need for conservation of space because of the amount
of news available and the space req.uirea for adver
tising which bears a .great share of the cost of
newspaper production, publishers are confronted with
the improvement of the dress of the newspaper. liody
type is growing smaller, but also the type is of
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"better cliaracter—legible to an e:ctrer.ie degree.
•:ca!ilino3 are
2i.:aller, 'but v/laero a headline
is roduccd in size of tvpe, a face that has greater
lojibilit;- Qualities and nore character is chosen.
Jho apocarance of tlie ju'clication has "docone a
na'j ue-:" of ^-reat inportance, for the dress of a news
paper is just what i:3 nane inplios, having the sacie
!}i;arinj to a page that an attractive dress has to
the appearance of a woman.
Xhe development of advertising tj-^pography dates
from the forepart of the present century, or in the
declining years of the -<ineteenth centui-y. Ilodern
advertising typography, hov/ever, can safely "be said
to "be covered "by the span of the Twentieth centur^'.
It parallels the development of modern merchandising
msthods, and has cari'ied to typography the v/indov/
dx-essing principles that merchants adopted,
The earlier advertisements in the United States
were mere recitals that certain lirms had certain
goods for sale. 2hey never ""brolce" a column rule
and usually wer;^ set in the newspaper hody type. !2he
first attempt to create attention is to "be found in
1811, when advertisements carried display lines and
some went even so far as to carry cuts. later on
the idea of wiiite space developed, with little change
in typography, i'he result was to have advertisements
in which single lines were isolated in great—rela
tively so—areas of white space. The result was that
in the late years of the nineteenth century and the
early ears of the Twentieth centui'y typogr^hy had
dGveloped to the point v.here notice was tai:en of
type faces. Ilfforts were devoted to aitisti'y and
"uhe letters carriej. all sorts of curlicues and adornr.cnts so that they'were anything "but easy to read,
"..'ith this period cane the "belief that the greater
the variety of type faces used, the greater the
effectiveness. The advertisements were more an ad
vert isement of the t:;pe eq^uipment of the nev/spaper
plant than of the merchant who purchased the advertiaing space. :
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As business coupetition crev;, so CSTGM tlie vo-sue
oS: the heavy ^jothic types in advertiseucnts, each
or: in£j loudly lor attention. Since the V/orld v/ar,
ho". ever, there has been a novcnent thai; is grov/in{;
raoidljs i'or li^htex' ai.d more eiTective typo£;rapiiy.
jJh'e use Ox white space and of attractive illustrations
h£.s becoi:ie usual,, with the result that many adver
tisements are xjleasin^ to the eye and arrest atten
tion readily.
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IV.

DISPL^ PlilirCIPIiJo A3 II2JY AePET
Q}0 2ii-J iiij sikiP.iiP—'ii
Jji Gj_I
21ie ncv/spajer front pige iias "been selected for
the general discussion of display
iiiciples 'because
the varict^,^ of prohlens is uuch sr:i8.11er than in
other depart;.;ents of typo-sraphy. i'hc principles
apply ri^.'idl^,'-, hov;over, to ail classes of display.
In the nev/spapsr front page., after experinients
show Y/hat best is adapted to the publication, a
standard style is adopted. This style, so far as
XJOssihl'i, is such as to create individuality so that
the nev/spaper is recognized easily uy the reader even
'before he has loolied at the naster-head.
Such style is based upon three principles of•
typography:
Display of type in relationship to the other
type faces used in the aggregate.
Choice of type faces with relation to the
general dress of the page.
Use of v;hite space as an aid to the proper
display of type faces.
^
Arrangeraents of the headings and their size are
entirely up to the person choosing them—whether he
desires to enter one of three general classifica
tions of nev/spaper display,'- st^'le. i'he principles
of display apply eoually to all classifications, re
gardless of style of inalceup.

al.
The Use of Lower^Case Ileallirios as
ConbjcasljQd "bo
Xet 001*
xj.ea'dlines.
In this coi-ioarison, the relative Icsihilit^.r of
capiwal-lsiot-er li-us and loiver-casc lines is settled
b;'* quotation of the o^nerally-accepted axiom: That
lovci'-case lefDers £ire easier to read than are capital
letters, v;hen they are ai'iaia^^ed in v/ords, lines of
"type or laas-.es of te;:t, fhat axiom is accepted hy
pai cli0l0;ilsts and typographical experts—apparently
by' alraost everybody concerned v;ith the production of
ricv/spapers, except most editors and managing editors.
This premise leaves one free, then, to devote his
attention to the matter of relative display. In this
;vorl: type faces representing two of the Roman classes
have been available for examples in headlines as well
as G-othic, The old-style and classic Roman faces are
caiTied with the G-othics on Plate I for comparison.
The characteristics that apply to these two Roman
faces apply in a measure to the modern Roman, except
that the latter is more sharply defined tlian are tlE
other tv;o classes. The effect attained through the
use of the modern Roman is more austere than is the
case with the other two Roman classes.
The commonly accepted point of view is that the
old standby—G-othic—puts to shame any other letter in
its visibility, and that all the Romans can claim is
superiority in legibility after attention has been
attracted. Advertisers and display men of that school,
Y.hich is by far the largest in number of members,
demand "malce it blac3c—malce it so that it can be seen."
And the only ansv/er accepted is G-othic—blacl: C-othic—
cs the only adequate face for such display. Such is
not the case however. Gothic has greater visibility
than some faces of type, but not greater than others,
-'or instance Gothic certainly has greater visibility
than Gaslon regular or Gheltenliam regular. But put
C-othic up against Gaslon bold and Cheltenham bold or
c::tra-bold and see what the answer is.

All oliis leads to one conclusion—display is
:.ot 'blaclniesG, if tlie iiil: is iDlaolc. Display is
ti.e aoility to type to attract attention—to stand
out and ari*est tlio reader's attention, v.hetiier it
is tlie front
of a newspaper, an advertisement
or a iDill'board. To st..nd out effecti-'.&ly, tliere is
a
deal more tiian tlie "breadth of the strolres
of a letter to be considered. Shere are; Baclc£;roxxnd, spacin£:, the -oody natter in. connection v/ith
the display line, and its legibility a.t a distance,
ii "blacl: blur v;ill arouse nothing more tlian passing,
curiosity.
Regarding full-rounded Gothic, there is some
thing to be said. It has a ftill face ^nd is, as
a fact, Liore easily read in the capital letters than
are nest t^^pe faces—but not in the lov.'or case.' In
this one instance the blealoiess of a Gothic face is
its saving grace. In the headline illustrations on
Plate I Gothic condensed and eirfcra-condensed—the
nost generally used Gothic faces are compared v/ith
Gaslon bold condensed and Cloister bold regular.
'..iiat is said regarding the Caslon bold condensed and
the Gaslon bold regular, applies to the modern group
in bold face, esccept that the latter v;ill stand out
in sharper relief.
In comparison of the condensed Gothic and the
t\:o Roman faces this fact may be seen: The con
densed Gothic headline, all capitals, is visible.
It shows up well and can be seen for a considerable
distance. Compared v;ith Gaslon bold condensed of
the same size, it ca-.ricd about the same blackness
of major strolces and from th..t standpoint is
eaually visible, She Caslon bold condensed lower
case, however, has the advantage of being more
cluarly defined against its baclcground of paper and,
therefore, stands out more sharT)iy and vividly,
tailing the display honors from the GotJ^ic,face. The
Cloistez- e::auple is in type six points larvger, made
necessary because of the vast shoulder necessary to
carry the descending letters, x'he Cloister, leing

a softer face, G'ivos xvj to G-otMc and Gaslon on point
of visioility, "but is reasona'bly easilj seen. Its
aoxtness of face, its classical outlines, iiov/e'vor,
ijive it a pei'sonalit; that is arresting. Once it
has attracted attention to itself, it is more lilrely ^
to hold that attention throu{;h personality than either
the Gaslon or the Gothic in the bolcL faces,
• -

burning to the eactra-condensed face of Gothic,
one rmst notice thut everything has "been sacrificed
in order to crov;d a great number of letters into a
line. The strolces are thin and close together, nalcing the line hard to read, and visibility is in
negligible ciuantity. Both Cloister and Gaslon in the
oold faces are far i.iore visible than is the eztracondensed Gothic.
Continuing v/ith the study of Plate I, it v/ill
be seen tliat the lov.er-caae headline has this advan
tage over the all-capital headline: 'fhe lov/er-case
headline utilizes its Laclcground by allov/ing it to
peep through more effectively than does the capitalletter heading. I.ilie\7ise, the differentiation be
tween the lov/er case letters and the capital letters
in a lower-case heading peimts a more clear dis
tinction in the beginning and ending of a word than
does the all-capital headline. Proper use of this
baclcground or v/hite space—so-called because most
printing is on a bachground of white—enhances the
value of the type face. It does not detract from
the display; rather, tlircugh a more pleasing appear
ance, a readier assimilation by the glance, it malves
a type face more visible by many degrees.
It is not to be ujiderstood that all Gothic
type varieties are -to be condemned, although the
oiitire series would not be too sorel;:; missed if it
v;ore eliminated entirely. There are some species
of Gothic that are e;-:Gellent for display purposes,
Particularly in the larger sizes, where the width
of the letters permits of legibility. It is safe
-0 say, however, that there is not a Gothic letter
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that could not "be replaced "by a lower-case Eoman
letter oi' some sort.
V/hen one is olioosin£; type faces for head-letters,
he necessarily is governed hy the £;eneral dress of
ohe pa£;e in v/l.ich the headlines are to be used.
I'here are tv/o erbremes to be avoided—one is the
v."ashed-out appearance caused by laclc of adequate con
trast between liGht-faced type§» and ultra-heavy,
chopped-vip appearance that forbids the sense of
continuity and precludes an attractive appearance.
If the dress of the nev/spaper is a trifle heavy
in appearance, the headincs must be a little heavier
than otherwise would be the case. Under such condi- "
tions., the use of white space in headings T<?ill have
to be a little more generous in order to secure pro
nounced display withovit grotesq.ueness that v/ould
result from heavj?^ display through the use of a type
face alone. If the page is light, a little lighter
head-letter may be used, and the white space need
not be so great.
Above all, the combination that nnist be secured
ror good appearance is life and character. The
character ordinarily is the character of the man who
is desig-ning the page, and in the long run will rep
resent his best characteristics. Considerable e::perimenting is necessary v-lth type combinations be-ore one finds a corabir^tion that best suits his
purpose. 2he novice, v;ill have his best resialts in
securing life in his page if he adopts a makeup that
is a little darl:, in v;hich faults of typography do
not shov; up so strongly as they do in the more
delicate, light-faced malceup.
She Use of vrnite Space.
\71iite space is to type what a well-chosen frame
baclcground is to a picture. It can nalce type
stand out attractively or it csji nialce the sanie type
loo]: lost, while the lad: oi white space can talce
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the display from a layout in degrees varying" with
the vTOight of type face \vith which the display lines
have to compete • for: attention. This is as ttue mth
advertising as it is v/ith headlines in newspapers,
although consideration at this tine is confined to
the newspaper page, "
The white space, then, forms the "baclcground
against which the headline stands, while the. typematter of the page is tiie frame. In this on^';respect
the headlines differ from the handling of white
•
space in an advertisement,. IShe whole advertisement;;;
is the picture with the page as its fraine, and the
handling of the white space within the spacet talten
up "by the advertisement is a"problem in itself with
relation both to the type faces within the border
and vsith the whole page, too,.
On Plate II illustrations are presented that
sh'ov/ that the same sort of. heading can give differ
ent effects with the varying white space,used, She
use of white-space is a three-way proposition:
First, the white space at the ends of the lines;
second, the white space produced by the spacing be
tween lines and between the top declc and the follow
ing sections of the heading; and,.third, the white
space.as regulated by the spacing between the words
themselves. Poor adjustment of any lone of these
three allotments of v/hite space can spoil the
effect.
/
.In the examples presented, complicated tests
were avoidedi andithe heads chosen are nearly;cor
rect in their use:of white space between lines and
bebween words, The shoulder of the. types—except
in the case of full-face special head-letter typesaids greatly in the handling of v/hite space between
lines,: The handling of the spacingibetween words
can be solved rather easily , in a general v/ay, by ;
stlclcing to the use of "three-em" spaces. With
e3:perience, however, one can arrive at finer ad
justments of these two spaces so that greater ; ^

effects may "be obtained,. J/hite space at tlie ends of
lines, hoY/ever, is another matter. -There is no rule
of type that v/ill come to the aid of the beginner
in the use of type,
-
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• Too little white space at the ends of lines has
_the effect that a "flush" or full-lined heading v;ill
have. 'The type is brought against -the other t^^ oe
so that part of 1;he baolfeground is hidden and holds
dovm. the contrast in type faces thLat -the small patch
of v^hite space would permit. Too jmich vihite . space
emphasizes the void to the detriment of the headline itself, in addition to being detrimental to general
appearance of.the page. V/here too much white'-space ;
has been allov/ed, there is the lost appearance of the lines. A beginiier in the use of typography can
obtain good results by sticking to the letter-space
for the step-dovm of a headline.
, ,
^
Variation in the amount of white space lised is
necessary as one varies the deepness oi the color
of'his- page. It is to be. remembered^ hov/ever, that
a well-chosen head-letter v/ill stand out effectively
with less white space on a light page, while'a
fairly heavy head-letter will need a greater.amount
of white space to fraiae it for good display. VJhere
the headline itself is light, on a light makeup,
some addition to the white space v/ill have to' be
; As surely as "flush lines" kill display; so
surely-does the lack of space betv/een lines cut
down the individuality of those lines and presents
-rather'than easily-read and easily distinguished
heads,vthe effect of a dark blot that is easily seen,
but- imxst be^ h^
a close range to be distinguished.
Ijack of proper spacing betv/een v^ords" makes the line
hard to read at any distance. It prevents.the
sharp demarkation between v;ords. These rules nay be
understood better after a s"cudy of Plate III.

V :i«'
• Classes of Front Pages.
- •.
i / '
^^
.i4®7 .
There axe, generally speaking, three classes of
front pases.: S'i^st is the_conservat$vely-d.isi>iayeafront pag©;.y: Secpna. is the me4im--displayea. f^eont
page. 2hi;r4 is the lavishly-displayed front spage.
In each-of^ these ^classes there is an;miliraite,d va
tion of suh-elassifications. It would require mch ;
too greaV ail amotmt of space to deal A^ith the• suhclasaifications, so this section will deal vdth the
sharply-drawn differences "between the nain classes.
Ui;
.
She front page has come into prominence ?as the
display window of the newspaper and should, as surely
as does an advertisement, "be-.an index to the;jeharac- .
ter of .the. establishment.
r.
.
^.-1
t
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3>he first class of makeup, exemplified Ijy such
n^wspapers as the Uew York 'ilimes, the Boston iTranscript, the ^Christian Science Monitor and the
City Star, is quiet. Heavy headlines are avoided, and, a relatively important story is req.uiredtl3efore
a.colmn is "broken to provide for two- or three-column
heads, excepting in the case of a so-called feature
heading. This type of makeup does not appealsto the
sensational, although it can lend it self t o .such
px^rpose with startling effectiveness through glaring
contrast with its usual course, lewspapers tliat
have adopted this style of makeup develop individual
ity of appearance; that is jealously guarded and once
the readers "become accustomed to such a makeup they
find it much easier to read. In handling this sort
of makeup - one must _ gii^rd constantly against .flatness—
the lack of life and punch. ;The "best; examples of
the ills of such makeup are ,to; be found in.the ilew
York 'fimes and the Kansas City Star, two of the
reoognized leaders in the country. It is possi"ble,
however, by the proper manipulati on of a 1ight makeup to gain an efficient pmioh. liost certainly
greater lattitude for displaying big news is .allov/ed
when the base is .conservative,
v.
5-^ .j' ..
••, .
.
" . •.
In the medium-^displayed classification; one
finds such nev/spapers as the Chicago Tribune, the

lew Tori: Herald-Iribune, the Detroit Free Press and
in Montana, the Montana Standard, and the Anaconda
Standard. In these newspapers, and others of their"
class, a more • strenuous display is used. .Jhepcsevenor eight-column hanner is used whenever possible and
oftentiiaes it is made the rule, as is the case v/ith
the Chicago Tribune and the Montana Standard, the ,
latter using the .red /banner-line. On the other hai^d,
there are newspapers, such as the lew Yorii HeraldTrihtme, that come under this classification ajid
yet adhere to many of the principles of the first
class of nev/spapers. Such a display is not unpleasant
in appearancealthough giving a more decided attitude ofvsensationalism to the stories handlediand
car2?ying escaggerated importance to the reader^ Since
there is a little sliarper demarcation;between the ^
dress of the page and type faces used; in the headlines,;it patently is easier for the beginner to
handle. The faults in display are not so readily
apparent as they are in the more delicate makeup.
One needs be careful, hovv-ever, to have a balance be
tween; the banner line and the type beneath it. On
,^he. other hand^ ;when the big news break" comes,
the newspapers using this' style of malceup are compelledito step" into the realm of the third-class to
tell the readers that there is something unusual
afoot—and then' there is not too much assurance tlmt
the. si256 of headlines will assure iron-clad credulity.
In the third.,group are those newspapers of the
Hearst order amS^ those who have "out-Hearsted Hearsf,
These nev/spapers talce great amounts of space on the
front-page to spread streamers. They call out to .
the people in strident toifes that there are ^uicy
bits of news to be read—all for a cent or two, the
"greatest show on earth". For a time such "tactics
win favor, but it is not long before readers learn
that the headlines are over-emphatic and turn to
a more mild newspaper. This contention is supported,
by a statement accredited to the Hearst circulation
manager of the Hew Yorlc Joujrnal to the effect that
he estimates that the subscription list of the Hew
York Journal and other similar newspapers changes

conpletely every three years. V/hile it is easy to
get display under this forn of layout, it is ex
tremely hard to display unusual stories. If there
is a "bigger "ne^gs ihre
the oi?dinary ruii.of
nev/s, newspapers of this sort are compelled to go
to ridiculous ends to attract the desired atten
tion. Y/itness Hearst' s page; one in August, 1914,
annoimcing the declaration of the World war, v/hen
the single v/ord "WAR" was printed in red on the
fro at page of the. Hew Yor3c Joui'nal, - SJhat word too3c
up bhe.entire front page. In the state of Montana
one finds a good - example in ;the Great Falls leader,
companion ^newspaper to the ^u-ietly timdeup Great
i'alis fribune,:- 2hls newspaper, esaminati on of it s
front pages indicates, ia finding that it is cnecessary to use larger and heavier display in order to
hold its readers. Illustrations of. the three classes
of front pagea arev accumulated on Plate IT, while
Plate If, carried .the Leader through a cycle of dis
play.
. •
. •
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•With the third class-and to an extent the second
class—one is li3cely to find himself in the grip of
a vicious circle. One gaudy display calls for
another, and then another, and then on and on." On
the other hand, .the person working \7ith the; newsP^< r 01; th^ first: class finds a hit- of unusual display electrifylngr in its- effect and finds that the
readers have been taught, by previous policy» to
recognize the value of news. .
\ ...
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V.

TYPE AS AIT AID 20 TIEI SVAIJJATIOII 0? lEVS.
glie Basic lialceup
For nan;^'" years reierence to tlie v/orlc of a iiev/sX^aper has oeen suiaiied up in these words: "The nev/sX^per is the moulder of pu^blic opinion." The sar-ie
Is"true with reference to the use of headlines, ex
cept that the force of the headlines is many times
nore forceful that from the editorial standpoint.
A nev/spaper is confronted with two problems:
X^irst, no editor or subordinate has the moral right
to distort the cross-section of the day's history as
represented by the news, either wilfully or through
j.dsunderstanding of the needs of the comnunity.
Second, the publication is confronted with the task
of paying its own way; a subsidized publication may
not be confronted with this problem, except in that
it must please the senses of whoeyer may be baclcing
iV, Y/he^ier the pacliers are industrial' concerns or
so-called libefal-mindeg groups. iTevertheiess, tliere
is always the financial consideration.
V/hat may be the nature of the financial considGratioiiS—advertising or subscription sales—I do
not intend to discuss. I will confine myself to the
uGCitanics, having laid the groundwork of editorial
considerations which decide the choice of news in
tlieir relative importance.
Interpretation of news often is taken to mean
ov.ly the choice of stories, rhat is important,
I'ut far more difficult and at least ecually importis the handling of tliat news so that the reader
13 jrovided with a graphic cross-sectio:: of the
's history. Consideration of the throe clasacs
i:cv;sja_er display pages was had in the preceding
chapter. This section will deal with the principles
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oi' ji-ovidinG the reader v.-itli tlic cross-section oi" tlie
iiistory—the atniosplierc that cor-vo^ s to the
^'oader the rel-.tive importance of the occurrencca.
jhc.principles arc the sane for all types of maheup.
It is necessary ^irst to decide upon a "usual"
•,:al:eup; that is, the tyv^s of paje th-,t will be used
on normal days v/hen thcro is no particularly large
story developing. iUiis Liay be a conservative base,
or it may be semi-sensational, or it may be e::treue—
iu is the base from v;hich to v/orlc up to greater
cui3hasis for special nev/s "brealcs". I have pointed
out the difficulties encountered in my previous discussioii of front pages when the sensational types
of nev;spapers are confronted with an unusually lar£;e
story.
Eavinij decided upon the basis, it is necessary
to adhere rigidly to it. The patronage that is
developed is developed almost as much through appear
ance as through tl.e contents of the newspaper. There
should be, too., an effort to allow each head to stand,
alone so that no part of its effect is stolen by
adjoining heads. Such care v;ill enable the reader
to place each story in its proper category,•for the
first impression one gains of a news item is that
which is conveyed through the heading.
It is necessary for one to loiow the community
which is to be served. I'uch itm is made of the
Hearst publications and their displays. But, dis
tasteful as the Hearst mlceuos may be in instances,
•learst laiew his comr.iunity. ilis newspapers frequently
have been referred to as the "irauigrants' primer",
i'hey serve a purpose, definitely, and Hearst has
made money in the business. I'his is not to say that
only immigrants read these publications, for manj'
others follow them closely. i:ut Hearst serves a
definite class, and he has to an eictent modified his
policy in certain cor.r.;ui:ities, other than ITew Yorl:.
On the other hand, one v.ill find in Hev/ Yorh
one of the most conservative newspapers, both in

handling of news and in the handling of display. Yet
this newspaper has a follov/ing q,uite as large as the
Hearst implications and exerts an influence that is
lauoh more powerful, Ihen, in. the same community,
there are a couple, that come in the middle class and
they, too, Q-re powerful and have large follov/ings,
'The newspapers are handled in a maimer that best
serves the interests'of the ooimaunity in which they
find their circulation.
:' \Vhen one is decldir^" his basic lay-out, it is
necessary to co„£:ider; the method of sales. If, it
is a ;ne?/spaper, or an is sue of a newspaper, that
depends much on street sales, gpeater display is nec
essary. If it is, one that isvdelivered at one^s
doorstep of a morning, great, display is not necessary
HQwever, display.of a degree is necessary to carry
the effect of a story-^or to interpret the/news- and
to mould the opinion regarding its importance, to the
reader. Xitewise,: geographic considerations are
important, "both as to style of display and as to
choice of stories that are important^ relatively.
A coiamon jaistake that is noticed in newspapers,
particularly those in the smaller cities, is the
unwillingness of a news editor to settle upon any
one story that leads the field; so far as his comniunityc is concerned. Rarely is, there any item that
needs conflict with another. iDhere is almost always
some difference—one is nearly alv;ays of more im
portance than another.
r,'!' , y'aking up this trait, one v:ill find a tendency
to. crowd, everything to the top: of the first page,
or:.to fill the first page with the ^mhle of head
ings and tun-over lines, and with juxtaposition of
closely-related headings. She result to the reader
iSiS jmabled mass,;, with the- effect tloat, he is .called
upon to decide .for himself what is the, principal news
of the day--and the reader as a rule does not care
to do tiiat. fhere, are a few-readers capable of:
marking such Judgments, but most of them are too en-
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grossed in their ovai activities to laiQv;, particu
larly in tlie field of foreign nev;s or news frora
other, districts of the country, or to be in- a
position to analyze the nev/s.
The newspaper that uses a heavy display should
place its reliance u.pon one most important story
and. let it stands fhat is the stpry that will
catch the eye.l If one uses a banner line, let it
be of sufiicient distinctiveness that it V7ill be
inalienably separated in efxeet from the second
banner. Also, malce sure in the balance of the make
up that the reader does not lose.-sight of the story•
. .^,As to the relative importance of news,,; it is
well to cite a few ex^plesV When
Montana
shows an unusually good record in farm output, it
is of primary importance ,;to Western. Montana. ; in
Eastern Montana, it v#ould carry some v;ei^t because
it concerns the welfare, of the stcte^ In Korthern
Idaho and in. Spolcane> it would be mentioned, be
cause Western Mont ana lis- considered in the trade,
area ofthat district. Beyond that, no mention
would be given unless it were .used for a "tiso..
head filler",
.
, ,
I li'
,t T r
.
:-v'; ;In the ease of crime nev/s, there are instances
v/hen such a story comes to the front with a bang,
This is particularly true in_instances \7here there;
is deep h\iman interest attached tb: the occurrence.
Another matter to be considered is^that readers
follow crime news more readily than they do news
of an improvement and thoughtful nature j and in a
community where, there is not a sufficiently large
following for the latter class of nev/s, those who :
prefer the sensational news nnist be;; held to the
paper, too. On the other hand', the average public
does not like to have crime nev/s hoisted upon it for
a steady diet. On the other hand,the newspaper • .
with a sensational makeup oftentimes resorts to
overplaying of crime news to get the punch into its
headlines. This, I believe, is not necessary. I
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I'j.ov/ it is difficult at times to get as enthused
over an inprovcment story as it is to set forth the
Ixirid details of a crime story, "out improvement news
can "be played ^ust as effectively as can crime and
aisaster news,
The nev/s editor must not rely upon v/hat inter
ests him, out on wliat interests the comjiiunity he is
serving;. Ee must interpret the news, as well as sort
that which is "best from the large amount of copy that
cones across the desk, Havinc made these decisions,
he must display them so that their relative import
ance is apparent to the reader—not an easy tasli,
Headin^is as Interpreters of Hews.
There are some persons in the newspaper pro
fession who aslc: "uliat size of headline is- suitable
ior the metropolitan newspaper and what size is
suitable for publications in smaller cities?" Ap
parently it is considered that the two problems of
malceup and news interpretation are different as betv/een the two classifications and there is no pur
pose in using large headlines in smaller publications.
Such a theory, I believe, is stiperficial. I
believe that whoever expounds it has missed one of
the vital purposes of headlines. In joiirnalism we
are taught that a headline has two purposes: To ad
vertise the story it heads, and to tell what the
stoi-y contains. Let us add a third purpose: To
place properly in the mind of the reader, among the
many items that are in the newspaper, the story*s
_>roper importance in the day's history.
As it has been pointed out in the preceding
chapter, the selection of headlines rests not with
size of the com2.:unity but with the individual
Aiality of the marlcet v/ith which the paper has to
deal. Accordingly, one can not say that a smaller
co;.u.;\.ini1y shortld have smaller headlines in its news
papers, while the city publications reserve the

right for heavier display, 'It is true that the
average small city nev/spaper runs a little heavier
to heaiiliiies and the waste of precious space at
times than does its big sister of the same general
mien* That is "because many a publisher does not
consider why his subscribers take his nev/spaper,
but imagines that display is the primary means of
competition against outside puclications. In
some instances this>attitude is correct, but in
many others it undoubtedly is not correct.
Each newspaper that adheres to its unity of
purpose lays its style from the basis of its needs.
^Prom that it works outward in relation to the
strength of the stories handled. Perhaps the
banner line is a regular thing; perhaps the onecolumn heading only is the regular thing. At any
event, that is the regular avenue for the inter
pretation of the ne\js, and variations from tliat lead
to the emphasis that is desired,
- ^
A comparison of the specimens in Plates IV and
V will enable one to pick out the various types of
makeup from the standpoint of mechanics for inter•'pretations that are followed. As it has been
'pointed out, the newspaper with a-mild mak^p has
^'the greater advantage for emphasis, since It is
^not necessary to go to ridiculous extremes to get
-the sharp contrast with the ordinary makeup. One
can see, however,-that the relationship of the
important stories," ill the headlines, to those of
lesser importance to a community is the same. It
is an unalterable law that some stories are of
less-concern to the community than others and
that their headlines will be graded dovaiward. ConLtrast in headlines and in type can not be too
:great Y/ithout violating the principles of good
^taste in makeup and printing. Consequently the
'relationship is maintained throughout the newspapetrs of all types of malceup.
'ixi this section there is no intention of con
sidering the merits of the different styles of
headlines and theix legibility. There is no con-
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xlict in tl.is section with the princioles laid do\7n
nrovio^^sly. A'his section deals v/ith the intex-pretution.oi' nev/s through the vise of headlines and
is desi^'iieci to illustrate the uncharj-ginc; relation01' stories, one to another, in the da;''s histax':} ,
to Si-OY; that t.-is relationship is "based
vijon the sane principles in every style of naheup.
Character as Shov;n "by Headlines.
One of the aoral o"bli£;ations of a ne\7spaper
to its readers ir. to indicate, in a measure , the
character of the pu-olication in its nalceup. Shis
o"^liGS.tion cones v;ith the o"bligation of the news
paper to sive the reader a cross-section of the
day's history and is just as iniportant to the reader
as is the choice of the news articles and the
judi^iaent as to their relative importance in the
coLa-.iunity served.
' It is "incongruous for one to piclc up a nev;spaper that is lavishly and sensationally displayed
only, upon reading it, to discover that it is ultracoaiservative. It nay secja absurd to suggest that
such illustrations exist, but they do—"otit seldom
in the nev;spapers of the larger cities. Such lack
of harmony "betv/eon the nialceup and content of the
nev;s stories eziists frequently, hov;ever, in the
SLiu.ller dailies v;ho. are aping larger ne-wspapers. It
is just as incongruous, too, for a conservative
nalieup to hide a sensational mien in smaller nev/spapers.
'i'here is a distinct reason for this, and one
that apparently has not "been considered "by many
persons, vhe general idea is to get a "hot" front
page, an idea just as pi^evalent in the conservative
as in the sensational publications. In one inpi-ance "hot" means important, and in the othe_"iiot" means sensatioiial from a human interest or
curiosity-arousing standpoint. That is well enough,
-ach newspaper meeting the demands of its community

S7
of reaclers.
—headlines create iLipressions before the

Gtory ever is read, and -very often the reader's eye
does not roam "beyond the headlines themselves.
Accordin£;ly, a newspaper may convej?- to the pros
pective regular customer and to the regular reader,
too, a false im.pression.
It is seen, then that the relationship of the
type in the headlines is an important consideration.
A dignified ne^/spaper nust appear dignified, as
v;ell as "be di^-nified in its final analysis. A
newspaper that is more or less sensational should
aliovritself—and usually does under any circumstances.
There are more men in the newspaper offices that
are able to sense news value and appreciate its rel
ative importance than there are those who seem to
^'ive a thought to the individuality of appearance
and the harmony of type and content—whether they
are able to do so or no, I v/ill not hazard a guess,
out will rest with the comment that they do not con
sider the problem.
To be dignified and conservative in appearance
docs not mean "flat". In fact the more attractive
ai'X'ariSeEient of type faces froLi an artistic point of
view is possible with the radical layout-, it has
been pointed out-before,
iiov/ we v/ill come to the illustration of certain
reatm-'es cf harmony. The ilev/ Yorlc Times has gained
iss strength,' for instance, tiirough its conservatism
and absolute reliability. There is that strength
0- character visible in its general appearance. The
Times, however, is a little flat, from malceup stand
point. It is that distinq.uished appearance that
belies the character of news one might es^ect when
he piclcs up the newspaper,
i

On the West Coast we have the Portland Oregonian,
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often refeirecL to as "Ttie Boston Transcript of tiie
.Vest". Certainly one laiov/s wiiat sort of reading
liu o:-:pects iii that newspaper, and it can not be said
to 1)0 flat and uninteresting in apjearance solely
bccause it loolcs reliable.
i^-urnins to the Hearst ne\7spapers, one v/ill see
'..uere the hint of sensationalism lies, and the layoat is true to the content of the publication, as a
study V7ill shov;.
It is even 3aiown that the Hearst
nev/spapers v/ill "talce a chance", if they thini: there
is a chance of getting av/ay with it.
V/ithin the state we have two good exaiaples of
lad: of"harmony between display and content. In one
instance the publication is an afternoon newspaper
and a different standard of appearance is needed
from the malceup of its com]?anion morning publication
However, the principles in auestion are the sane in
both publications. The Gre£t Palls leader and the
Livingston Sntei-prise both display their news lavish
ly» ys^t a study of the contents of the newspaper
shows that they are conservative. The reader does
not get fooled often. He is lilcely to compare such
newspapers with those of conservative qualities that
use identically the same news and learn that such
display is unwarranted, i'hese comparisons may be
made in Plates IV and Y.'
For the smaller city newspapers that are in
clined to ape the sensational publications of the
larger cities, doing so without analysis of their
needs, the problem is serious. There is not that
great space available for the smaller newspapers.
Ever large headline that is used mmecessarily pre
cludes news to which the reader is entitled. Lilcewise it prevents effective emphasis upon nev/s that
is really important and sensational that brealis for
the conservative newspapers at times.
As a general rule, unless the newspaper comnjunity demands such display (as is shovni by patronage

29
ill conparisoii v/ith. other types of newspaper publi
cations) and. such handliii::; of the news as is indicated by the general appearance of the newspaper, the
nanaocr is do ins
publication harm rather than
rood b;;. stealing; space for meaniniiless display.
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Harmony of Type With Illustrations.
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* ConsicLeration of this subject properly is divi
ded into two sections as. set forth in the headlines,
although there are other things to be Considered,
^ .-N, .
. . . . .
^;
• . • V -'f-r. '
•• y
First is. the problem of comparison t)f adver
tisements and their use of illustrations as an in
dex of the class to which the advjsrtiser iis appeal
ing. After a ^tudy of -a large number of newspapers,
three exaraples \vere ta^en, one for the so-called
"Jewish type" of Store, one for the store-appealing
to the middle classes and one appealing to those who
seek exclusiveness and the implied prices one must
j- .
.
pay for such edelusiveness.
The first type (Plate YI) is characterized by
its unusually blaclt typograpliy, with the wording cut
down to the minimum, although terms are eartravagant
when used to describe the bargains that are to be ,
had. The advertisement is crowded to get the
maximum of advertising in the mininmm amount of
space. In this type of advertisement, too, one ^
always finds price emphasized to the ilth degree*
V/here illustrations are used they obviously are then
only because one must use an illustration, you Imow,
and not because the cut actually represents the
goods. As a j?ule such an advertiseeient is laclclng
any touch of finesse and- usually is poorly balanced.
A study of the range of; newspapers will show thatthis type of store ordinarily—as is true in all
generalities, not always—caters to bargain hunters
and to.persons who may be classed as the cheapest of

all purchasers.

, - . r.

~

'J?he middle-class (Plate VII) store is recognizahle, too, "by its advertising. Such a store
usually is selling on a profit margin that villi
not perinitti
advertising by departments,
so!^ we have the cocmion department store advertising,
carrying characteristics that are true, also, of
specialty stores that cater to the same sort of
5
trade. In the latter instance, however, the space
is siaaller and a fe\TCr number of items is included.
In the middle class advertisement one ism^
likely to-find an attempt at individuality and real
dis^play, Tinder limitations of appropriation for each
department. These advertisements, hov/ever, do not
carry the individuality of typography that is
evident in the class next to be considered, although
there is a definite trend toward seeMng the better
class of display on the part of those who come \mder
this classification. In this advertising^ too, one
will find that price is more or. less a dominant
factor, in common Tsith the first class, but there '
is more moderation in the sort of copy used and '
there is a definite attempt to portray an idea of
the character of the goods through illustrations,
even though they obviously are not individual cuts
exclusively for the use of the one business estab
lishment. As a rule therei^^ could be a more generous
use of white space for greater display effect in
these advertisements, and at times one sees an
illustration of unusual effectiveness where the
advertisement:is handled by one who understands
his typography.
^
. - ... In the exclusive type of advertisement (Plate
VIII) one will find a great array of q,uality on
the part of the printer. \Vhere the advertiser loiov/s
exactly what he wants and insists that it be given
him one will find as a rule a rich appearing jiece
of worlc. ..In instances where the compositor has the
say-so in the construction of the advertisement, one
is lilcely to find that the ^jrincipal effort has been

to fill the space and get the advertisement up.
There is a disappointing lacic of individuality in
the'smaller exclusive advertisements and an en
joyable; richness in others of this class. Hovjever,
they carry definite characteristics that one can
not miss and marlc all of them as productions of
establishments catering to. the "best of the trade.
In the-first place» price is a secondary matter,
and is in the body type of; the advertisement, if it
is carried at all. There is a more generous use
of ,v7hite space-rat times apparently extravagant—
and there is an attempt to convey the impression X
that illustrations used are illustrations of the
actual articles advertised. Ihere is a great field
for improvement in these advertisementsy the first
of T/hich is to impress upon one the value of dis
tinctiveness in type face s and arrangement, aside
from the: other mechanics of advertising of this
class. Ehere are; two classes in which the-choice
of typq^-mostly unconscious choice—portrays ex
actly the sort of store that lias purchased the
space, the so-called Jev^ish class and the middleclass. Ih the third instance there is an evidence
of an; appreciation of real display, but lack of
•understanding of type faces. V/here, the policy
has beeni in, thetsaaller newspaper institutions,
to use the plain rOman faces, it is hecessary ior
the advertiser to piclc a face from one of the three
rOman classes {modern, old-style and classic) that
conveys the spirit of his institution and then to
stick to it. fhere are many substantial faces
that carry dignity, and which would , be an asset to
the equipment of a newspaper. It-is by np; means
necessary to choose unusual type faces to secure
individuality.
Illustrations in"the Advertisement"
A study of the relative valxLe"of illustratiop.s
in advertisements is best brought out throu^
analysis of advertisements carried, in the better
classes of national magazines. It will be., sefen here
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that there are three classes of advertiseraents: .
First, those in v/hich the illustratioiis themselves
are the principal parts of the advertisements
(JPiate IX); second, whex^e there is a ooni"binatioai
of copy and illustration, with the picture illus
trating the copy wMch is the predoiainant part of
each advertisement (Plate X); and*, third, where
the illustrations are not related to the suT5;ject
advertised Imt are allegorical. The first class
is divided into two parts, first where action and
utility of the article itself is demonstrated and,,
second, Y/hei-e It is merely an iilustrb.tion, resting
solely upon its attractiveness. -,
In the first class, one y ;ill notice that there
is no direct selling appeal'^o the individual,
leaving that to the local person to follov/up in
"
his advertisements. Hhe. second class finds direct
appeal to the individual through a combination of
copy and-illustration. The th^^—well, it' is
difficult to decide just v/hat is the aim; one finds
instances TJhere. there is a definite reference to
•
one*s thriftiness or, on the other hand, to his
i
desire for the finest of things, and then there are
those that have neither connection with the copy
nor with.the article advertised. Pew instances of
this sort of-advertising are to be found, however.
- - Plate XI gives one a graphic illustration of
how the poor choice of type can detract from the
value of the illustrations. In this illustration
•both advertisements were taJcen from the same £age
of the same newspaper and advertise exactly the
same brand of goods,
s m.j
•
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White Space as an Aid to Emphasizing
' "

Character of Type Faces

-

Although the character of type faces is depen
dent upon v/hite space for individual elegance, it
is necessary, a study of many examples shows, for
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one handling
space that Eiakes

the type to understand it. Vilhite
up the units of type through their
stroSies and serifs and the manner in which the small
•bits of white space are permitted to peep through
at the reader is automatically regulated by the
designer of the type and can not be changed, V/hite
space that is located beyond the limits of the
letter, however, is equally as important to the type
face if it is to be permitted to express itself ,
fully—and that .white space area is at the. mercy: of
•c/hoever is handling an advertisement. Unless oneunderstands the face, there is likely to be too much
white space or too little allowed, or the;border may
be too large or too heavy, or both.
A study and analysis of the illustrations choser
(Plate XII) reveals that there are few examples aside
from those advertisements prepared by expert layout
men for the institutions of the most high class that
permit the display types to express themselves. Some
times the space has been too crowded, where the mere
dropping in size of the secondary display lines v/ould
have improved the appearance 100, per cent and would
have permitted both the primary and secondary display
lines ample room in v;hieh to express themselves. In
other instances an orbate border has been chosen that
was too heavy for the type chosen.and for the illus
trations—and invariably where such borders have been
chosen there has not been sufficient allowance made
for the space reg.uired for such borders and, to add
to other deficiencies, there was a cro?/ding. Occasion
ally one will find an instance v.here the white space
allowed is too great and the display line has been
isolated to the point where effectiveness has been
lost,
'. :,
• .ae • j,. v,. v.;,. "
^
display lines in an advertisement is
little different from the writing of headlines for
newspaper display, but theaivertiser as a rule does
not talce this into consideration and is lively to
let a display phrase run where it will. In such
instances there is nearly alv/ays a crowding of the
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advertisement "because lines ta3:e up more space than
should, 3:*esuiting in.a reduction of the display
lines to a size too small for the body type,
'fhe i:iost serious errors from a typographical
standpoint, it v/ill he seen, come from- tne use of
certain new types which come under the Gothic class
ification. There are" types in which the designers
have attempted to retain Gothic visibility and at
the same time give the seriffless letters something
of the "beauty of Roman letters. Ihese are unusually
liard to handle, hecause of their relationship to two
principles. She result of the efforts has heen.to
produce a type that to my mind has lost some of the
Gothic visihility and nearly all of the Roman face's
legibility.
•
• • • 1; •• •
.•
^
' "-"C '• .v'V/' ^ Si \
.
•, • It is impossible to lay down a dogmatic formula
for relative sizes of type and the amount of vfhite
space that shall be used for the various effects.
So much ^ends upon conditions and arrangements,of
advertising. It is a good rule, however> to practice
this; 3)0 not have a subordinate line adjacent to a
display" lino more than half nor less than a third of
the size of the display line, and v/herever possible
avoid "catch-lines" which thi-ow in an unnatural , ,
white area that easily can wrec^ an advertisement.
Dp not be afraid of the use of white space, for it
requires c^uite a bit of it to destroy a type face's
effectiveness.
u;
. Worlcability of a Limited Ilumjjer
• -•
of gype Selections. . ..
How comes the question of whether the limita
tion of the number, of type faces permitted in a
newspaper, a. policy adopted by the Hew Yor3£ 2imes,
hinders the variation and individuality of display
in a newspaper. At the beginning, it is :safe to s ay
that such a limitation v/isely made enhances individ
ual display rather than limits it.
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The pages of the Hew York Simes (Plate Xili)
^ere conpared directly with those of other leading
newspapers (Plate XI?) in the United States, and
" these facts are evident: V v .
.
-.v-...
1. Inhere was much greater individuality on the
part of each advertisement in the case of
the Kew York Simes. , ' • ^
.
.s
2. There was evident, also, a more haxnonious
arrangement of advertising in the Hew York
Times than in the other nev/spapers,
3. There v;as a harmony between advertising and
the news, in the Hew York Times that permitted
each to bear greater force than in the other
newspapers. In the first case, the advertisers j: faced with
the necessity of securing individuality, "literally
went out anfl. got it". They used the type faces to
their utmost advantage, allowing fullest expression
of character. But, in so doing they resorted to
arrangement-of white space in various manners and
ill various degrees so that there was distinctiveness
in each one. There was application of that prin
ciple generally agreed by printers as the greatest
factor in the advertisement—the use of white space.
In the other papers, one is struck by the sameness
of- the advertisements, even though there is a bewildering array of type faces to be seen. The
advertisers are depending upon type to carry their
message across and only in a few oases has there
been any intelligent attempt at individuality appar
ent, Advertisements that are not in preferred posi
tions are buried in the wild scramble for attention,
likewise, there is 'no harmony between the advertise
ments and the news on the pages, A shining example
of the power of white space is found in the
Sppkesman-IlevieT/, where the Coty advertisement is
buried under two black advertisements, yet the Coty
space, extremely light, far outshines its competi
tors for attention*
In the section division, it is

fA0 Ifcw XorJ: Times carefully has aToideO. conflict
of Classes of advertising—those!in related lines
carefully grouped on a page or on pages.
^Iiore is the pleasing harmony of arrangement that
avoided conflict of interests, and there is not an
instance of an advertisement being buried, even
tboash some are completely covered. In the other
newspapers, this important .part of advertising has
bees almost totally ignored. We find such things
as:Latent lledicine advertisements. Automobile
Accessory advertisements and Dress Goods advertisenents Jumbled together, with all.sorts of type
r
faces screaming for attention. . ...
Surning to the third point, which has: been ; v '
largely.covered in the above paragraphs, there is
something to be said for the news. It is readervsdue that makes a newspaper v/orth anything to the
advertiser and consequently news should get first
consideration, business office forces notwithstand
ing^ The news should not be buried., Under the
Ilew York Times plan, the news and its display through
the use of headlines is given a fair shake and is
able to stick up for itself, Ihere is an orderli
ness and an interesting appearance that is not to
be found in other newspapers 1 have used in this
comparison.
.
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Relationship of Type to Paper and
nelationship of 2ype aiai Ink to
Paper.
^

v or
:

In P3^epa3:ation for this section, a test with
matter v/as conducted through the State
feiverLity Pi^ychology department to determine in a
Pleasure the reaction to the reader to different
spacing of type. She test provided was as simple
I could devise, the two sizes of type used being
pronouncedly different. (Plate XV) Of sixty-five
persons, forty v/ere correct in statin^g that there
lu'e two sizes of type used, on the white^ while
twenty-five gaessed v/rongly some stating that there
were as'many as eight sizes of type used, 'fhe reaultia on the red sheet were numerically the sane,
c:scept that some v/ho were correct in their replies
regarding the printing on the white paperwere
wrong in their answers on the second test, while
some who were wrong in their judgment of the type
faces on the white paper were correct Vi/hen they
viewed the printing on the, red paper,
.
prlntfcd

. . Regarding legibility, the preferences regardin-r the paragraphs printed upon white paper vjere;
•

^Paragraph
./.-Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
-Paragraph
Paragraph

5-—26
2—IE
3—11
4—6
1—11,
6—0 •

c
-•-' .-.-r','.
.i,

-

v
......

Regarding legibility, the preference regard
ing the paragraphs printed upon red paper were;
• .- -

• Paragraph
Paragraph
. -^
Paragraph
' - Paragraph
.
Paragraph
Paragraph

6—25 .
1—14 3—13
E—9 .
4—3
i
6—1

u
-./iv
z-sir
;
'i!

.
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In Plate XVI and its divisions I Mve provided
ari^-a^ tliat 'Will show the relationship of type to
All four examples on each sheet carry body
r-o® set in 10
Cheltenham, the upper tv/o. in
li^ht Xace and the lov/er pair in hold face. Shose
oa the left are set tightly spaced, while those on
the right; are set unusually widely spaced, These
e»aples will shov/ that the spacing of an advertiseiSvBt'and the depth of the type face that should he
\ise4 varies with the quality of paper. 2he darlser
and the rougher the paper, the stronger and more
openly-spaced type is necessary for. printing. Y^here
til© background of the paper is "bri^t and lightoolorel, more pleasing results are obtained through
the use of ligliter—not too light—type and closer
spacing is needed to carry out the effect of the
advertisement and to avoid a straggling.appearance
in the body type. Yet, in darker and router
grounds, this same open-spaced type does..not have_
the appearance of straggling,
. , ,a
In Plate XYII and its divisions a similar set
of illustratioiis has been prepared. In these illus
trations, i;he body type is set in 10 point Devinne,
li^ht face and bold, and in 10 point Cheltenham,
light face and bold. The upper two are Devinne.
Spacing of the letters in the illustrations have
been normal, the desire being to shov/ the relation
ship of type and ink to paper, Wh&xe the former set
of illustrations has been set in Cheltenham and
printed in black, the set now under consideration is
printed on all classes of standard paper, in colors,
with four colors of ink used; Black, Red, Blue, and
Yellow,.
V •
./•,
A study of this set of illustrations ?;ill show
that with three colored, black, red and" blue, the
same rules regarding relationship of type to paper
will rule when it comes to strength of type in re
lation to the background upon which'^the matter is
printed. In the case of yellow, it will be found
that the ink is too readily affected by the paper

to

practical. The only papers upon which yellow
h9 used effectively, except as a "baclcground ink
itselS" is upon white and papers with a yellov/ish
oaat.
paper all out absorbs all of the color
enl Kalcea the printed natter illegible. She blue
tJiiper changes the cast of the yellow inlc to green and
although it is not bad appearing, it raight work out
to the detriment of the plans of one who desired its '
use unless he 3aaew ahead of time of the affect.
It is shovfli by these examples,' in addition to
tho nechanical relationships of spacing ana depth
of type face, that where effectiveness and display
arc- sou^t one must choose ink that contrasts with
the paper. The nearer to the color of the paper that
the color of ink approaches, the less becomes its
value for display. On the other hand, if display is
not the matter considered, but harmony an3. softness
are sought , then it v/ill be seen that some pleasing
effects can be attained. The last plate exiiibits
virtually the entire range 'of problems in color
printing, since the three cardinal colors are pre- .
aented and any variation will be but a mixture of
those represented here.
.
.
:
Quality of ink has a great deal to do with
printing, too. A good illustration is shown in the
white bond paper printed v/ith blue ink. This ink
worked well on all of the other paper, the bond
colored paper included, until it was used on the
grade represented by the white when there was
exhibited a lack of affinity between the paper and :
tne ink. Consectuently, one must consider, too,
the inks available j/hen planning commercial work,
, It will be seen, too, that^in straying from
the path of plain printing on smooth paper, one
,
must be careful to choose type that has a face
strong enough to carry over all the irregularities
of the surface. Small type can not be used suc
cessfully on rough paper.

